
COOKIE POLICY 
 

Limited liability company “Film Angels Productions” informs that cookies are used to ensure             
the functioning of the www.homonovusmovie.lv website as well to improve user experience            
and to obtain user statistics. 

 
1. Terms used in Cookie policy: 

1.1. User –Website user or visitor; 
1.2. Film Angels Productions – Limited liability company “Film Angels         

Productions”, Reg. No. 40003615770, Tērbatas 42/44-2, Riga, LV-1011,        
Latviaa 

2. What are cookies? 
2.1. Small files stored on User devices. At the time the User accesses Film Angels              

Productions website, our system reads these cookies and adjusts the settings           
accordingly. Cookies are like a key that your browser requests for customized            
information. Cookies are also used for other functions such as for obtaining            
statistics. 

3. What are the categories of cookies? 
3.1. The website may use the following cookies: 

3.1.1. Necessary cookies - provides customized website operation according        
to the choices made by the User, for instance, by saving the cookie             
policy approval. Cookies are required to enable the User to take full            
advantage of the features of the website and to navigate the site.            
Without these cookies, it is impossible to provide the services offered           
by the site to the User, they are essential for the functioning of the site 

3.1.2. Preference and Statistics cookies - Cookies do not collect personal          
data, the information is anonymous. Remembers User habits, such as          
the most visited pages and improves site performance, as well as           
analyzes usage and other activities. 

3.1.3. Marketing cookies - Used to place advertisements on a website that are            
related to the user's interests and Internet usage habits 

3.1.4. Third party cookies - Any third party cookies, such as Google           
Analytics, YouTube, etc. cookies resulting from the use of third party           
provider services, which are needed to enable a third party full service            
to the website owner. 

4. Subcategories of cookies and expiry 
 

4.1. Each cookie is given an expiry for the length of time it stores personal data               
and processes it. The cookie may also not have a specific running time, such              



cookie categories can be further subdivided into session and persistent          
cookies, which describe the nature and time of the cookie: 

4.1.1. Session - session cookies are placed for the duration of the site visit             
and the information obtained is not stored longer than the site visit            
session. 

4.1.2. Persistent - the information is placed and stored on the user's computer            
even after the site visit. The expiry time of storing the information may             
vary for each cookie. 

5. What type of cookies does Film Angels Productions use in their website            
www.homonovusmovie.lv? 
 

Cookie name Provider Category Cookie purpose description Type Expiry 

CookieConsent homonovusmovie.lv Necessary Stores the user's cookie 
consent state for the current 
domain 

HTTP 1 year 

SESS# lmt.lv Necessary Preserves users states across 
page requests. 

HTTP Session 

_ga homonovusmovie.lv Statistics Registers a unique ID that is 
used to generate statistical 
data on how the visitor uses 
the website. 

HTTP 2 years 

_gat homonovusmovie.lv Statistics Used by Google Analytics to 
throttle request rate 

HTTP 1 day 

_gid homonovusmovie.lv Statistics Registers a unique ID that is 
used to generate statistical 
data on how the visitor uses 
the website. 

HTTP 1 day 

collect google-analytics.co
m 

Statistics Used to send data to Google 
Analytics about the visitor's 
device and behavior. Tracks 
the visitor across devices and 
marketing channels. 

Pixel Session 

pll_language homonovusmovie.lv Statistics This cookie is used to 
determine the preferred 
language of the visitor and 
sets the language accordingly 
on the website, if possible. 

HTTP 1 year 



vuid vimeo.com Statistics  Collects data on the user's 
visits to the website, such as 
which pages have been read 

HTTP 2 years 

lmt_csrf_cookie
_name  

lmt.lv Unclassified - HTTP 1 day 

m_session_cook
ie 

lmt.lv Unclassified - HTTP 1 day 

m_user_cookie lmt.lv Unclassified - HTTP 1 year 

 
6. Google Analytics 

6.1. In order to help Film Angels Productions better understand its visitors, Film            
Angels Productions uses the services of Google Analytics web analytics          
platform, which stores a Google Analytics cookie, which, in combination with           
the code embedded in Film Angels Productions website, collects information          
about User visits and sends it to Google servers. In turn, Film Angels             
Productions accesses and analyzes the obtained statistics and uses it to           
customize the website accordingly to create a better user experience for Users.            
The information collected is anonymised before Google stores it on its'           
servers. 

6.2. If the User does not wish Google Analytics to process their personal data in              
question, the User may deny the placement and analysis of such cookies by             
installing an Google Analytics Opt-out Program on the Users' device. (Google           
Chrome Opt-out Tool available at:     
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en)  

7. Disabling cookies: 
7.1. The User has the right to control the amount of cookies being placed on the               

User's device, namely, the User has the right to disable cookies of the website              
that provide functions that are not related to the provision of the basic             
functions of the website, namely the necessary cookies. 

7.2. Information on disabling cookies in the most commonly used Internet          
browsers is available on the Film Angels Productions website at          
www.homonovusmovie.lv. 

 

https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en

